MEMORANDUM FOR SEE DISTRIBUTION

SUBJECT: Policy Letter #15 - Exception to Policy for Wearing the Army Combat Uniform (ACU) for JROTC Cadre

1. References:
   a. CCR 145-2 dated 1 February 2012, paragraph 11-2
   b. CCR 145-2 dated 1 February 2012, paragraph 11-2.c. (Exception to Policy)

2. In general, the expected uniform to be worn at the high schools is the Army Service Uniform, as per CCR 145-2 dated 1 February 2012, paragraph 11-2. Exceptions for wear of ACUs at high schools will be authorized for the following reasons:

   (1) When the entire day will be dedicated to work in the supply area and it would be reasonable to assume that the Army Service Uniform would be unnecessarily soiled or damaged.

   (2) When conducting drill outdoors when conditions would warrant additional protection from the sun that the Army Service Uniform would not provide, instructors are authorized to change into ACUs to conduct training.

   (3) When conducting marksmanship training requiring demonstration of equipment handling or firing positions, instructors are authorized to change into ACUs to conduct training.

3. Point of contact is Mr. Merl Fuchs at (210) 295-2009, email: merl.w.fuchs.civ@mail.mil.

3. Post a copy of this policy on all bulletin boards.

CHRIS S. ALFEIRI
COL, AR
Commanding
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